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STEINEXKURS XXL – ALLES, DU WISSEN MUSST! Es ist an der Zeit, den ewigen Begleiter des Kletterers, den Felsen, etwas genauer unter die Lupe zu nehmen! weiterlesen... Bergfreundin Marianne I hereby agree that I have read and understood the VF Associate Discount Policy. I understand that it is my constant responsibility to read and know its
content and comply with it both online and when shopping in the store. I also understand that violations of this policy can lead to disciplinary action, including termination. The VF Employee Discount policy is required to take advantage of the discount on your purchases. If you do not accept the policy, the employee discount will not apply to purchases at this
time; however, you will be asked to review and accept the VF Employee Discount policy the next time you log in on this website. I hereby agree that I have read and understood the VF Associate Discount Policy. I understand that it is my constant responsibility to read and know its content and comply with it both online and when shopping in the store. I also
understand that violations of this policy can lead to disciplinary action, including termination. The VF Employee Discount policy is required to take advantage of the discount on your purchases. If you do not accept the policy, the employee discount will not apply to purchases at this time; however, you will be asked to review and accept the VF Employee
Discount policy the next time you log in on this website. I hereby agree that I have read and understood the VF Associate Discount Policy. I understand that it is my constant responsibility to read and know its content and comply with it both online and when shopping in the store. I also understand that violations of this policy can lead to disciplinary action,
including termination. The VF Employee Discount policy is required to take advantage of the discount on your purchases. If you do not accept the policy, the employee discount will not apply to purchases at this time; however, you will be asked to review and accept the VF Employee Discount policy the next time you log in on this website.
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